
Title
Lesson #1

What is causing Mt. Everest and other 
mountains to move, grow, or shrink?



What might 
cause a        
mountain to 
grow?

Explore an Interesting Phenomenon
Slide A

lutz6078 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say, Have you ever heard of Mt. Everest? What do you know about it? Hear from a few students about what they know about Mt. Everest.Say, I saw this interesting headline recently about Mt. Everest. Read the headline off the slide stating it is the tallest mountain and that it grew. Turn and talk with a neighbor about what might cause a mountain to grow? Ask a few students to quickly share their ideas with the class.Locate where Mt. Everest is on a map with students.



Identifying Mt. Everest on a Map
Slide B

Let’s locate where Mt. Everest is on 
a world map.

NASA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bring students’ attention to the global relief map, which will be referred to as the World Map with students. Say, Let’s mark on our World Map where Mt. Everest and our school is located. Write “Our School” on one sticky note and “Mt. Everest” on a second sticky note.Begin by placing a small sticky note, or half of a sticky note, labeled “Our School” to note the location of your town or school. Say, The distance from our school to Mt. Everest is ______ miles. Let’s record that on our sticky note for our school. Prior to class, write ___ miles from Mt. Everest on the “Our School” sticker for your location so that you are ready with this information.Say, Mt. Everest is located on the Asian continent between Nepal and China. Does anyone know where the Asian continent is located on the World Map?Ask a student volunteer to point out the location of Asia on the map. Then point out the location of the Himalayas and Mt. Everest. Place the sticky note with Mt. Everest at the location (as on the map shown here).Orient to the location on the globe.Distribute labeled and unlabeled Earth squish ball globes and two coffee sleeves to each group of students. Hold up the 12″ inflated globe (or classroom globe if you have one) and instruct students to demonstrate the following with their Earth squish ball globes with their partners. As students find these locations on their small Earth squish ball globe, verify these locations using the larger inflatable globe.Place each Earth squish ball globe on its own cup sleeve so that the northern pole is pointed to the ceiling.Ask each person to point to where we live on both globes.Find India.Locate China and Nepal.Share with students that Mt. Everest is on the border between these two countries.



Read about the Mt. Everest Phenomenon
Slide C

● Read with a partner.

● Stop at the end of each 
paragraph to add 
noticings and 
wonderings to your 
science notebook.

Add noticings and 
wonderings from the 
reading about Mount 
Everest changing. 

WonderNotice

Mt. Everest Reading Rohit Tandon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prepare science notebooks to record noticings and wonderings.Have students title a new page in their notebooks “Mt. Everest Reading” and make a T-chart below the title to record what they notice and wonder as they read an article about what has happened at Mt. Everest.Gather additional information about this phenomenon from a reading. Keep slide C displayed. Distribute a copy of What is happening on Mount Everest? to each student. Tell students they will read the article with a partner.Remind students of the close reading strategy.



What evidence do scientists have that Mt. Everest is getting taller?

Slide D

Close Reading Strategy

1. Identify the question(s) you are trying to answer in the 
reading.

2. Read once for understanding to see what the reading is 
about.

3. Read a second time to highlight a few key ideas that help 
answer the questions you had.

4. Summarize the key idea(s) in your own words, in diagrams, 
or both.

5. Jot down new questions that this raises for you.

Let’s do one together for the first section of the reading.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remind students that close reading requires reading more than once and with different purposes and strategies for interacting with the text. Say, As you read with your partner, remember to use our close reading strategies we have used in prior units. Pause at the end of each paragraph and record anything you have noticed and any questions you have about what you read.



Share Noticings and Wonderings
Slide E

● What were some of the things 
you noticed about what happened 
to Mt. Everest?

● What are some of your 
wonderings?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share noticings and wonderings as a class.Have a piece of poster paper ready to record what students share. Say, What were some things you and your partner noticed and wondered about what is happening to Mt. Everest? Document students’ ideas on the poster paper titled “Mt. Everest Notice and Wonder.” These ideas on the poster paper may be helpful for students to refer to when they develop their initial model later in this lesson. Some potential noticings:Mt. Everest has been recorded as 30 ft taller today than it was in 1856.Mt. Everest moves 4 cm on average every year to the NE.Mt. Everest increases in elevation about 2 cm on average per year.An earthquake occurred at Mt. Everest.Scientists aren’t sure if the earthquake caused a change in height.GPS data was used to measure changes in Mt. Everest’s location and height—like how our phone works with maps.Add “earthquake” and “magnitude,” if desired, to the Words We Encounter section of the Word Wall.



Brainstorm
Slide F

Discuss the following:

● Possible causes for the increase in 
elevation of Mt. Everest 

● Possible causes for Mt. Everest 
moving to the northeast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brainstorm possible causes for changes in Mt. Everest.Say, So, we found that Mt. Everest isn’t only getting taller or increasing in elevation, but it is also moving. Let’s pause and try to picture this. Support students in visualizing that the mountain is changing in multiple planes, both vertically and horizontally, by modeling these movements using your own body. For example, as you say the mountain is getting taller you could bend your knees and then “grow” your body taller by straightening your knees. To help students visualize what direction northeast is so they can think about Mt. Everest moving this way, orient them to the cardinal directions of north, east, south, west in your classroom. Then face your body toward the north and point your right arm straight out to the east. Tell students northeast would be a point in between north and east. Then turn your body and walk in a direction that is between where you are facing north and where your arm is pointing east.Say, Take a couple of minutes with your partner and discuss your ideas for what might be causing a mountain to be changing in both of these ways:Possible causes for the increase in elevation of Mt. EverestPossible causes for Mt. Everest moving to the northeastDevelop an initial model for what is causing Mt. Everest to move and grow.



You will develop a model for what you think are: 

● Possible causes for the increase in elevation of Mt. 
Everest 

● Possible causes for Mt. Everest moving to the northeast

Slide G

Develop an initial model for what is happening to Mt. Everest

What we know is happening to Mt. Everest:

Mt. Everest 
grows about 6-7 
cm taller each 
year

In 1856, Mt. 
Everest was 
29,002 feet tall

In 2021, Mt. 
Everest was 
29.032 feet tall. 

Mt. Everest 
moves about 4 
cm/year to the 
northeast

lutz6078

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Distribute Explain How Mt. Everest Moves and Grows to each student. Say, We are going to take a few minutes to develop a model representing what we think could be causing these changes to Mt. Everest. What do we know is happening to Everest? Use the images on the slide as a way to capture what we have all figured out about Mt. Everest so far from the reading.Mt. Everest is moving about 4 cm to the northeast every year.Mt. Everest is growing about 2 cm each year.Say, As you develop your model, think about where Mt. Everest is located, as seen from a birds eye view (from above) like on the map, and think about Mt. Everest the mountain. As you develop your model of what could be causing the tallest mountain to grow and move, why might it be helpful to think about not only where the mountain is located, but also what the area around the mountain looks like from above and from the side? Sample student responses:There might be things under the mountain that are causing it to move.There might be things to the side of the mountain.Maybe it has to do with what the mountain is made up of.It might have to do with where it is located.Say, Take a few minutes to develop an initial model representing your ideas for:What might cause Mt. Everest to increase in elevation by 2 cm per year?What might cause Mt. Everest to move to the northeast 4 cm per year?Give students 5 minutes to develop their models.



Slide H

Revisit Classroom Norms

Respectful

Our classroom is a safe 
space to share.

● We provide one another with support and encouragement.
● We share our time to talk. We do this by giving others time to think 

and share.
● We critique the ideas we are working with but not the people we are 

working with.

Equitable

Everyone’s participation 
and ideas are valuable.

● We monitor our own time spent talking.
● We encourage others’ voices who we have not heard from yet. 
● We recognize and value that people think, share, and represent their 

ideas in different ways.

Committed to our 
community

We learn together. 

● We come prepared to work toward a common goal.  
● We share our own thinking to help us all learn.
● We listen carefully and ask questions to help us understand 

everyone’s ideas.
● We speak clearly and loud enough so everyone can hear. 

Moving our science 
thinking forward 

We work together to 
figure things out.

● We use and build on others’ ideas.
● We use evidence to support our ideas, ask for evidence from others, 

and suggest ways to get additional evidence.
● We are open to changing our minds.
● We challenge ourselves to think in new ways.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revisit classroom norms to prepare for a whole-class discussion.Have all students sit together in a Scientists Circle and bring their science notebooks and What is happening on Mount Everest? and Explain How Mt. Everest Moves and Grows with them. Have chart paper ready to develop a consensus model with the question “What is Causing Everest to Move and Grow?” at the top.Take this opportunity to remind the class how we listen to one another, press on one another’s ideas, and ask questions of one another, and that it’s OK to disagree with ideas but it’s important to be respectful. You can use slide H to remind students of the classroom norms (if you have developed your own set of norms, replace this slide with your norms).Remind students of the Communicating in Scientific Ways sentence starters. Direct students to the Communicating in Scientific Ways handout or poster. Tell students that they will be developing a consensus model together.Ask them which sentence starters they might want to use to help them talk to one another. Examples include these:Think of an idea, claim, prediction, or model to explain your data and observations:My idea is …I think that …We could draw it this way … to show …Give evidence for your idea or claim:My evidence is …The reason I think that is ….Other examples could come from (1) listening to others’ ideas and asking clarifying questions, (2) agreeing or disagreeing with others’ ideas, and (3) adding onto others’ ideas.



Slide I

Class Consensus

You will develop a model for what you think are: 

● Possible causes for the increase in elevation of Mt. 
Everest 

● Possible causes for Mt. Everest moving to the northeast

What we know is happening to Mt. Everest:

Mt. Everest 
grows about 6-7 
cm taller each 
year

In 1856, Mt. 
Everest was 
29,002 feet tall

In 2021, Mt. 
Everest was 
29.032 feet tall. 

Mt. Everest 
moves about 4 
cm/year to the 
northeast

lutz6078

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Develop a classroom consensus model of what is causing Mt. Everest to move and grow.Ask students to come into a Scientist’s Circle with their notebook, What is happening on Mount Everest?, and Explain How Mt. Everest Moves and Grows. Say, Last class we developed our initial models for what we think could be causing Mt. Everest to move and grow. Let’s synthesize our ideas to develop a classroom consensus model. What do we know is happening to Mt. Everest from our reading that we want represented in our model?Use the prompts below as you develop the consensus model with your students. These are suggested prompts and responses, but use whatever representations your class agrees upon to capture the changes occurring to Mt. Everest.Share and record possible causes for these changes.After you have captured what changes the class knows are occurring at Mt. Everest, use the prompts in the following table to capture representations of the mechanisms students think are causing those changes. Here you should anticipate many different mechanisms and include them all in the model with question marks next to each one once you establish that not everyone had this mechanism in their model. For each brief phrase mentioned (e.g., erosion, wind, plates, rocks pushing up, ice), ask for clarification, What do you mean by that? or Do you have some way you want me to represent this to help illustrate how you picture what is causing this change? These questions can be followed up with asking students to share their reasoning behind their ideas, but don’t push on these questions at this time. The purpose here is to surface as many ideas as students have based on prior conceptions. It is important to make our thinking visible about possible mechanisms, regardless of whether they are accurate or not. One of the main goals of the unit is to figure out what mechanisms cause changes in the topography of Earth.Say, Okay, our model now represents what we know is happening at Mt. Everest. Let’s add what we think is causing these changes in elevation and movement.The classroom consensus model should capture students’ ideas for the causes of mountains’ moving and growing.



Considering Other Mountains
Slide J

● What are some other mountains or 
mountain ranges you know about?

● Do you think that they are changing in 
similar ways?

● How could investigating other mountain 
ranges, or the area they are part of,  
help us figure out what might be 
happening at Mt. Everest?

There are a lot of other mountains in the world.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider what might be happening at other mountain locations.Say, What about other mountains? There are a lot of mountains on Earth, and Mt. Everest is only one of them. What do you think we might see at other mountain peaks and other mountain ranges? Use the questions on the slide to begin thinking about what we think is happening with other mountain ranges.What are some other mountains or mountain ranges you know about?Do you think that they are changing in similar ways?Follow-up with additional questions as needed:If we looked at other mountains on Earth, would we see similar patterns in mountains changing in height over time?Do you think we would see other mountains moving to the northeast too?Prompt for types of data we need. Say, So if we look at some additional data about Everest and other mountains, what kind of information would we want that could help us figure out more about what is causing Mt. Everest to change?



Slide K

Organize a table to record data we find

With your class, develop a table to use to 
record data you find about different mountains 
and mountain ranges. 

What are some 
types of data we 
would want about 
other mountains? 

DataType of data

Mountain Case Sites

How this data connects to 
mountains changing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find out more about the area where Mt. Everest is located.Set up a data table together, with students recording it in their notebook. Tell students to open to the next blank two pages so that they have both the left- and right-hand side available to use. Refer to the image on the slide for an example of this.Remind students that the goal of our data analysis is to look for patterns in any changes in height or movement as well as any additional information that gives us ideas about possible mechanisms or causes for those changes. Ask students what kind of data we want to have to help us figure out more about how mountains change over time.When the class agrees on one type of data, students should list that on the far-left column of the chart in their notebook. Some examples of types of data students may suggest include these:Height of the mountainMovement of the mountainChanges in height for the mountainLocation of the mountainEarthquake activityOnce the data table is set up, tell students that the information cards will probably have more information than just whether the mountains are changing. If they see something else that they think might also help explain what is happening at Mt. Everest, they should add a row to their data table labeled “Other data” and include that data (see example below).Distribute a set of Data Cards for Other Mountains and Mt. Everest to each group. Students will refer to these cards periodically during the unit. In addition, distribute both Earth squish ball globes and 2 coffee sleeves to each group to use as reference. As an option, you might also print black-and-white copies of Data Cards for Other Mountains and Mt. Everest for each student to keep and use in their notebooks (see Alternate Activity).In the next part of the lesson, students will read about five different mountain peaks and their ranges. This first one is about the Himalayas, where Mt. Everest is located. Analyze this first case site as a class to find the types of data we are looking for to help us figure out more about changes to other mountains besides Mt. Everest.Say, Mt. Everest is just one mountain that is part of a mountain range called the Himalayas. Let’s analyze the data card about the Himalayas to look for any other data that could help us in figuring out more about Everest and why it is changing. Give students a couple of minutes to look at the different pieces of information on the card. Ask students to share any data they see or read on the card that we should add to the table in our notebook. For each suggestion, probe the student as to why they think this piece of information is important to record and why it might help us figure out what is going on at Mt. Everest.Assign one mountain case card to each student within a small group. After reading through the Mt. Everest in the Himalayas card together, form small groups of students. Each student within a group will read one of the remaining five Data Cards for Other Mountains and Mt. Everest. In assigning cards, ensure that each of the mountain cards is read by at least two different students in the class. Direct students to follow the same strategies we just used as a class to find pieces of data from these other mountains that could help us figure out what causes mountains to change over time. In addition to the maps on the front and back of the Data Cards, encourage students to use the two Earth squish ball globes to make sense of where the mountain they are analyzing is located on the globe. Give students about 8 minutes individually to read through the card they have been assigned.During this first analysis of the mountain case cards, students should look for data that might show patterns that help the class figure out causes for mountains to change. It is not necessary at this point for students to record all the data off of the mountain cards. Instead, through their analysis of the material they should pull out only the data that could help explain changes in elevation or lateral movement of mountains.



Compare different mountain info cards
Slide L

Work with your group to analyze the mountain case 
site cards. Each person will read ONE card and report 
back what they learned to their team.

● Are any other mountains changing either by 
elevation or location?

● Why might these other mountains be changing?

● What patterns do you notice between the 
different mountains?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share data across mountain cases and look for patterns of change between the different mountains.Distribute one copy of Patterns of Change for Mountains to each student. Tell students they should each take a turn sharing the data they found for their mountain case. As each person shares, they should fill in Patterns of Change for Mountains with any data for growth or decreases in height. Then as a group, they should discuss what patterns of change they see among the different mountains and fill in their handout, so they are ready to share with the class.



Sharing Noticings and Wonderings
Slide M

Let’s now add the locations of the 
mountains from the data cards to our map. 

What data did you 
find for your mountain 
that could help us 
explain how mountains 
can change in height 
and location? 

Seismic Explorer by Concord Consortium

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Convene in a Scientists Circle and share patterns we noticed between the different mountain peaks.Say, Let’s share what data we found from the different mountain cases and add some of this to our map. We will begin by identifying what other mountains you analyzed and where they are located on our map. Students should be able to help identify where the mountain is found from what they read on the data card, but they may need help identifying where the location is on the global relief map. Using a small sticky note, mark the different locations of the mountains on the map.Say, Now let’s share what you found about these different mountains. As different people share and we agree on what data will be important for us as we investigate what is causing mountains to change, we will record this data near the different locations. So, what are some of the data you found for the different mountains that will help us figure out why mountains can change over time?Record all of these that the class agrees make sense to include on a large 4×6″ sticky note. Using the sticky notes or quarter sheets of paper, annotate the different mountain peak locations with similar patterns of data, and place it on the map near the mountain peak the data is referring to. These patterns of data should be pieces that we feel will help us figure out Mt. Everest as well. As students share, record the different data on the sticky notes and post them on the map in the location of the mountain range. See the example.Some examples of data students may suggest to record on the sticky notes for the different mountain peaks is included below:Mt. MitchellMt. Mitchell moves on average 3 cm each year toward the west.The Appalachian Mountains are ancient.They are believed to have been as tall or taller than the Himalayas.The peaks are decreasing in height, and the valleys are getting deeper.There is volcanic rock in these mountains. (Does that mean there are volcanoes here?)There are no active earthquakes.Mt. CookThere are regular earthquakes in the area.One earthquake caused part of the ocean floor to rise above the water.These mountains are increasing in height 1–2 cm per year.This area is moving about 7 cm north each year.Mt. AconcaguaThis mountain moves about 3 cm per year to the north.The mountains are the tallest mountains after the Himalayas.The tallest peak is 22,838 ft tall.The tallest active volcano can be found in these mountains.These mountains are the same age as the Himalayas.These mountains are still increasing in elevation through growth spurts.Mount HotakaThese mountains are younger than the Himalayas.There are several active volcanoes in these mountains.Mount NarodnayaThese mountains are much older than the Himalayas and about as old as the Appalachians.Earthquakes can occur here, but they are small and not common.This mountain is moving about 2.5 cm to the east each year.This mountain is much shorter than Mt. Everest.Look for patterns across the different mountains. Say, Now that we have recorded the pieces of data for each mountain, let’s share the patterns of similarities and differences that your group found between the mountain cases. Use the prompts below to lead a discussion about what patterns students noticed between the different mountains and how they change. You may wish to add some of these to the large sticky notes as students share.



Add to initial model
Slide N

● Choose a location where the data 
shows that the mountain has been 
shrinking.

● Develop a model to represent what 
you think is causing this to happen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Distribute a copy of Explaining Other Mountains That Shrink to each student.Say, We have developed a model for a mountain that is growing, but now we have found out that some mountains are shrinking. Think back to what we have shown that could be causing our mountains to grow. Do we also think these things could be causing our mountains to shrink? Could it be something else? Take a few minutes with a partner to develop a model to represent what is causing a mountain to shrink.



If all mountains aren’t growing, then our 
initial consensus model won’t explain 
what is happening to every mountain. 

As a class, let’s revise our model to 
capture the ideas we have for what we 
think might be causing changes in these 
other mountains. 

Slide O

Add to our Class Consensus Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Convene in a Scientists Circle.Say, Last class we found data that some mountains are not growing but are shrinking. So, if all mountains aren’t growing, then our initial consensus model won’t explain what is happening to every mountain. As a class, let’s develop a model to capture the ideas we have for what we think might be causing other mountains to shrink.



Related Phenomena
Slide P

● What are other examples of 
where you have seen the 
size or shape of the land or 
landforms change over time?  

● What do you think caused 
these changes?

Think back on all your experiences you’ve had over your life where you 
noticed a change in the surface of the land or landforms. Consider all 
scales: these changes from the very small to the very large. 

Related Phenomena

Examples Causes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brainstorm related phenomena.Ask students to turn to a new blank page in their science notebook and title it “Related Phenomena.” Then they should draw a T-chart on the page. The left column should be titled “Examples” and the right column titled “Causes.” Reference the image on the slide. Say, Think back on all your experiences where you’ve noticed a change in the surface of the land or landforms, such as hills, mountains, shorelines, or other features on Earth’s surface. These changes could be over a very short period of time or a long period of time, and they could be big or small changes to the land. If you can’t think of any that happened where you live but you can think of a change that you saw happen somewhere that you visited or that you read about, that is okay too. Take a couple of minutes and record all of the related phenomena you can think of in your notebook and what you think the causes of these changes might be.



Related Phenomena
Slide Q

● Share examples of where you have 
seen the size or shape of the land or 
landforms change over time.

● Identify any causes for these that 
you think might also cause the size 
or shape of some mountains to 
change over time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share with a partner and think about causes.Say, Take a few minutes to share with a partner your related phenomena examples and potential causes. Then together think about the examples you have and whether the causes for these changes would be similar to what could be causing Mt. Everest to change.After students have had some time to share with a partner, then



Related Phenomena
Slide R

● Share examples of 

○ where we have seen the size or shape of 
the land or landforms change over time 

○ what we think are the causes for these 
changes

○ whether we think the causes of 
mountains changing over time are 
similar to the land changes we see where 
we live

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then bring the class back together. Ask students to share their related phenomena examples and potential causes for these changes. Say, As you share, tell us how you think it could be related to how mountains change. As students share their ideas, record the examples and causes on sticky notes. Add these sticky notes onto the appropriate sections on the Related Phenomena poster to be kept in the classroom to reference later.



Navigation: Record new questions 
Slide S

Write down any new questions you 
are thinking about after making our 
class consensus models. 

Be prepared to share these with 
the whole class in our next class.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Record new questions.Have students write down new questions they are thinking about for what could be causing mountains to change in elevation and move, and other land near them to change. They should write them in their science notebooks before they leave class or on a separate paper to be collected. Students should come to the next class prepared to share those questions with others. If you are short on time, this can be done as home learning. Let the class know that at the next session we will share all of our questions and build a DQB to help figure out what’s causing mountains to change in elevation and move.



Share questions to post on our Driving Question Board 

Slide T

Review the questions 
you brainstormed at 
the end of last class. Then write one 

question per sticky 
note.

Write in marker —
big and bold.

Put your initials on 
the back in pencil.

Use these question starters to 
create two revised or new questions 
to post to our Driving Question 
Board:
• Why ...?
• How ...?
• How would it be different if ...?
• What if ...?
• What is the purpose of ...?
• What causes ...? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Return to the questions students generated earlier and develop new questions.Say, Last class, we brainstormed a lot of questions about what could be causing mountains to grow or shrink, to move, and other similar phenomena. Today, we’re going to post our questions to our Driving Question Board and begin thinking about what we’re going to investigate in order to figure out what’s happening to cause Mt. Everest and other mountains to grow or shrink and to move.Share questions with a partner.Pull out their questions from the last class or their home learning.They should write one or two questions on sticky notes with large, BOLD writing so everyone can see. They should write only one question per sticky note.Share their questions with one partner in the circle.Remind students that the questions do not all have to start with how or why, but they should be questions that (1) we can answer through investigation and (2) will help us explain how a mountain can change.



What questions do you now have?
Slide U

➔ Your Notice and Wonder 
charts about Mt. Everest and 
the mountain data cards.

➔ Our initial class models.

➔ Our list of related 
phenomena.

Take a minute to review the 
following to identify questions that 
you have about the phenomena we 
have explored so far. 

Then write one 
question per sticky 
note.

Write in marker—big 
and bold.

Put your initials on 
the back in pencil.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Record individual questions. Make sure markers and sticky notes are provided. Say, Let’s look back at our noticings and wonderings, What is happening on Mount Everest?, Explain How Mt. Everest Moves and Grows, Explaining Other Mountains That Shrink, and Patterns of Change for Mountains to capture our questions about what is happening in these different cases where mountains are changing and where other changes are happening to the land around us. We will use these questions to form our Driving Question Board.To prompt an array of questions, remind students to think carefully about the changes happening to Mt. Everest, any changes to the mountains described in the cards, and other related phenomena.Give students at least 3 minutes to generate their questions on sticky notes. Encourage students to write more than one question, but only one question per sticky note, and to put their initials in pencil on the back of each.While students write questions, move the Related Phenomena poster to hang next to the Initial Consensus Model posters where all students can see it from a Scientists Circle. These posters together will serve as the space where students can add their questions to build their DQB and will be referred to as the DQB in subsequent activities and lessons.Gather in a Scientists Circle around the DQB.



Driving Question Board (DQB)
Slide V

Take out your sticky notes with questions. Bring 
those with you to our Scientists Circle, along with 
your science notebook.

How to build a Driving Question Board
1. The first student reads his or her question aloud to the class, then posts 

it on the DQB.
2. Students should raise their hand if one of their questions relates to the 

question that was just read aloud.
3. The first student selects the next student whose hand is raised.
4. The second student reads his or her question, says why or how it relates, 

and posts it near the question it most relates to on the DQB. 
5. The student selects the next student.
6. We will continue until everyone has at least one question on the DQB.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have students bring their science notebooks and all of their sticky note questions along with a chair and form a circle in a location where everyone can see the two Initial Consensus Models and the Related Phenomena poster. These three posters will serve as the core of the DQB for this unit.Remind students that our goal is to capture all our questions to build a DQB. Say, It looks like you have a lot of really good questions about what could be causing changes to different mountains and different locations on Earth. It is important that we hear everybody’s questions, and we might find that we have similar questions. To help us group similar questions, let’s try to post each question on a spot on one of the Initial Consensus Model posters or on the Related Phenomena poster, or in between them.Review these steps for forming the DQB:The first student comes up to the DQB with a sticky note, faces the class, and stays standing.The student reads their question off the note and then posts it on the DQB near the section of the consensus model or related phenomena poster it best relates to.The student selects the next student whose hand is raised.The next student reads their question and posts it on the DQB. This student also says what other posted questions it relates to and explains why or how it relates.The student then selects the next student whose hand is raised.This process continues until everyone has had a chance to post a question.Remind students to keep track of whether their question was already asked, put a checkmark on that sticky note if it was, and then select a different question to share.Point out that many of the questions are connected to how and why different mechanisms could be the cause of similar changes and how the same mechanisms could cause different things to happen at different places. Suggest that including these questions under a single driving question could remind us of how the work on any one question is in the service of all our questions. Propose that “What causes mountains to move, grow, or shrink?” could be a single driving question that most of our questions could fit under.Once the class agrees to this, write it in large letters on a half-piece of chart paper and hang this banner over the top of the entire DQB. Remind students that we can revise this question as we continue to figure out new things in future lessons. Ask students to go to the blank page they saved in their notebook for the title of this unit and record this title now.
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What additional sources of data might we need to figure out the 
answers to our questions? What information do we still need?

Add your ideas to a 
new notebook page 
titled:

Investigation Ideas 
(Information/Data 
We Need)

Be prepared to share these 
with the whole class.

Investigation Ideas  
(Information/Data We Need)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brainstorm ideas for data and/or information needed.Read the slide aloud. Stay in the Scientists Circle and arrange students into groups of three. Give students 3 minutes to talk with this small group to generate ideas about the types of data and information they would need to answer their questions on the DQB. Say, Sometimes when scientists are trying to decide on their next steps, they need to look back at their questions and figure out what data or information they still need. Let’s do that now.For the next 3 minutes, have groups of students generate their list. Then, instruct students to take 1 minute to write their ideas in their science notebooks on a new page titled “Investigation Ideas (Information and Data We Need)” using a table like the one below.As students are doing this, hang the Ideas for Future Investigations and Data We Need poster right next to the DQB.In the remaining 9 minutes, have students reconvene, standing in a semicircle around the Ideas for Data and Information We Need poster so all can see it. Give each group of students about 1 minute to report out the data and information that could answer their questions. Record a list of the information and data needed that will remain public throughout the unit. Make sure all groups get to share at least one idea.Build the poster with students’ ideas. A sample poster from one class of students is shown here.Tell students you want everyone’s ideas to be shared and represented on the poster. Say, To make sure we have your ideas up here, I will pass a marker to the first person on the edge of the circle. That student should share one idea. I will write it up and number it. Once I’ve almost finished writing it, that student should pass the marker to the student next to them. The second student then shares an idea. If that idea is on the poster already, the student should say which idea it is and how it is similar. I will put a tally mark next to it. The marker is then passed and we continue until we have heard once from everyone in the class. If you have additional ideas that don’t end up on the poster, feel free to raise your hand after the marker makes it all the way around the circle. If we run out of time, we’ll pick up here in the next class. And if you think of new ideas as we go, feel free to jot them down. We should always be thinking of ways we can add to this list.Celebrate the formation of a joint enterprise. Once this poster is built, celebrate that they created a joint mission and proposed action plan to guide the work of our learning community for weeks to come. Say, Wow. We have accomplished so much. We now have a mission to accomplish as a class, thanks to all the questions you shared and how you connected them. These questions really represent what we hope to figure out. And we have a lot of ideas for investigations and data sources we can work with. I am very excited for us to start investigating all of these. I have lots of additional data and equipment for us to use that are well matched to the things you’ve said we need. Let’s plan to start exploring some of this in our next lesson.Prioritize one set of ideas for investigations. If time permits, say, I noticed we have many different ideas for what could be causing the changes we saw in the different mountains. What cause makes sense to figure out more about first? Give students a minute or two to turn and talk with a partner.
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What could help us figure out more about why Mt. 
Everest (and these other mountains) are changing?

Take a moment to look at our questions on 
our Driving Question Board. Talk with your 
elbow partner:

What potential causes did we identify as a 
class for Mt. Everest changing? What 
seems the most likely cause to you and 
why?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decide where to go next.Say, As you look back at the DQB and think about the ideas shared for investigations and types of data we would want, what makes sense to explore first? Talk with a partner about your ideas:What potential causes did we identify as a class for Mt. Everest changing? What seems the most likely cause to you and why?In our next class, we will think more about these potential causes and begin investigating them.
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